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ABSTRACT

Pigaiwang, an automated writing evaluation (AWE) online platform, has been increasingly applied into English writing scoring in China. This article conducted research to empirically assess the reliability and validity of Pigaiwang under mobile networks. It introduces the background and previous works for AWE. Then, an experiment was implemented to evaluate the reliability and validity of Pigaiwang automated evaluation by comparing with the results of human raters and corpus-based assessment. The results show that Pigaiwang alone is not an adequate aid for English writing evaluation. It suggests that combining Pigaiwang, human raters, and corpus might be a beneficial trial for improving English writing mobile education.
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INTRODUCTION

As electronic technology and mobile networks are increasingly developing, mobile learning, a new way of learning, has attracted more attentions from experts and educators all around the world. Mobile learning (M-learning) refers to the way of applying mobile devices into learning through social communications and under various backgrounds (Crompton, 2013). M-learning is a form of distance education, which enables M-learners to start their learning flexibly at anytime and anywhere aided by mobile devices and related educational technology. Its portability, immediacy, interactivity, flexibility, and personalization will make it possible to bring future learning into the era of mobile learning.

M-learning “features learners engaged in educational activities, using technology as a mediating tool for learning via mobile devices accessing data and communicating with others through wireless technology.” (Wu et al., 2012, p. 818) It lays emphasis on the flexibility of learning locations and time and the mobility of virtual educational environment. M-learners have access to M-learning more easily than traditional distance education, and moreover its features result in the appearance of learning system with quick feedback. In other words, M-learners take advantage of this flexible way of learning. Using mobile devices like mobile phones and tablets offered by M-learning technology, M-learners have increasing opportunities of personalized learning without being fixed in physical...
classrooms or labs (Kukulska-Hulme & Shield, 2008). Additionally, with the developing technology of mobile phone, Wi-Fi and social networking applications, M-learning even brings about great influence on the decreasing usage of textbooks and notebooks (Wikipedia, n.d.).

Evaluation is an important part of college English writing teaching. A comprehensive, objective, and accurate evaluation system is crucial to achieving the goal of mobile learning and future development. This study aims to explore the combination of mobile networks and AWE, and then promote the development of teaching evaluation, to provide a brand-new attempt to promote mobile education and college English writing teaching evaluation.

AWE (automated writing evaluation) is defined in Wikipedia as a network aided teaching system to evaluate and score compositions. It has become more and more completed since it came out in 1966. PEG (Project Essay Grade), IEA (Intelligent Essay Assessor) and E-rater are the most representative systems abroad at present. Especially E-rater, developed by ETS (Educational Testing Service), has been officially used in large-scale language tests like GMAT.

Contrasted to M-learning, AWE, however, is neither a brand-new concept, nor a fresh form of technology, which can be traced the origins since the work 1960s. It was firstly introduced to aid human raters to evaluate students’ essays, which aimed to remove the heavy burden of grading essays and save time of correcting (Warschauer & Ware, 2006). Original AWE systems, known as Project Essay Grade, was developed by a US universities network and designed to evaluate writing levels by analyzing linguistics features (Page, 2003). Since then, with the development of computer technology, AWE systems have been promoted (Chen & Cheng, 2008).

Although AWE tools have enjoyed a history of over 50 years in western countries, they have only gained popularity in China in recent years. Liang (2011) is a pioneer in construction module researches of AWE in domestic. His research team in developing EEE1.0 (EFL essay evaluator) has contributed valuable data to the actual design and development of China’s own AWE tool. In domestic, His new model has achieved some results, which fits Chinese students better. Some Internet technology companies is developing AWE independently, like Bingo (http://writing.bingoenglish.com) and Pigaiwang (http://www.pigai.org).

Pigaiwang is considered to be the combination of mobile learning and AWE. It is an online system that uses computer or mobile phone to automatically revise English compositions, a core product of Beijing Word Network Technology Co., Ltd. As doctors use CT machines, teachers can use Pigaiwang to automatically scan students’ essay parameters and make more accurate and objective judgments and comments. It has been offering online service for over 10 years. As of January 2018, it has cumulatively revised nearly 40,000 articles. Pigaiwang claimed to be the only corpus based on machine modification composition system in domestic, and more than ten colleges including Tsinghua University, Nanjing University, Fudan University and Shanghai Jiao Tong University use it in English teaching. It is necessary and urgent to explore the effective application of such a tool among colleges. In the process of English teaching, the author uses Pigaiwang in students’ homework, and does experiment to evaluate its reliability and validity.

Pigaiwang adapted to the trend and developed a mobile application. The application can correct large amount essays immediately and give the feedback by sentence at the same time. The application has a massive question bank as well as scientific and authoritative resources which can develop special item bank training according to different students. Unlike web pages, mobile application allows teachers and students to correct or submit essays anywhere as long as they have mobile phones and internet. Mobile applications make English writing more like playing games.
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